EXTRUTECH PLASTICS, INC.
“Custom Extruder of Close Tolerance Profiles”

LIMITED WARRANTY FOR CONCRETE FORM PANEL
Extrutech Plastics, Inc.’s limited warranty claims Plastic FORM Panels will be free from manufacturing
defects for a period of fifteen (15) years beginning with the original date of purchase.
This warranty covers white colored panels for (15) fifteen years, from fading and discoloration due to
natural sunlight, and caulking, yellowing, cracking or delamination of surface.
WARRANTY LIMITATIONS
This warranty does not cover problems caused by improper installation methods. The installer must
follow EPI written installation directions or the warranty is VOID. Extrutech Plastics is not responsible
for the installation of any of our products, or if the product is used in any way not recommended by the
manufacturer.
This warranty does not cover:









Damage caused by improper maintenance or by use contrary to our recommendations.
Expansion/Contraction issues due to improper installation contrary to manufacturer directions.
Any application of paint, coatings, sealants or adhesives such as glue, tape or laminated coverings
applied to panels, other than as specifically recommended in EPI’s installation instructions.
Damage caused by cleaners other than those cleaners recommended for periodic maintenance.
Manufacturer instructions must be followed closely.
Normal wear and tear or color changes due to exposure to smoke, fumes, leaks or abuse.
Damage caused by wind or any other natural disaster caused by “An Act of God.”
Differences between sample or product photographs and actual product purchased.
Damage caused by improper concrete mix or placement of same.

Special Notes:
 We exclude and will not pay any consequential or incidental damage, loss or expense other than
to the panels themselves. This warranty covers the replacement cost of panels only (labor and
shipping not included).
 This warranty does not cover problems caused by improper installation methods. The installer
must follow EPI written installation directions or the warranty is VOID.
 This warranty applies only to material purchased by you in unopened cartons.
 This warranty is non-transferable and applies only to the original purchaser.
 This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary by
jurisdiction.
 There are no implied warranties, representations or conditions, except those required by statute
and they shall not extend beyond the term of the warranty applicable to your purchase.
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